Year 5
Summer Term

What Price Progress
The children’s learning journey will begin by creating paper outfits for each other and showcasing
them. This will inspire the children to become sustainable fashion designers.

The children will start with the subject of Design and Technology as they learn about different textile
designers that are known for their sustainability. These designers include the well-known textiles of
Stella McCartney and Vivienne Westwood to the more unusual designs of Sun Lee, a Korean designer
who creates from recycled paper, Pangaia’s down jackets that have wildflowers in them instead of
duck or goose down and even Benjamin Benmoyal, who makes garments from recycled cassette
tapes. These designers will inspire our children to discuss what they like and dislike about them and
how technology can be used to help create sustainable designs.

Within Design and Technology, we will begin to create our own fashion pieces that are made from
recycled clothing items. Inspired by the designers we have studied the children will create their own
fashion pieces that are inspired by the natural world and sustainability.

We will move on to Art and Design, where we will look at artwork by different artists and the
statements they are making with their artwork. Following on, we will look at Andrew Goldsworthy in
more detail in terms of the art sculpture, he has created using recycled materials. We will then
create artwork based upon using rubbings from trees and plants outside and create animal
sculptures out of plastic bottles. A video will be created at the end to evaluate what they have
created and their feelings towards what they have created and why.

The children will then get chance to participate in a catwalk event to celebrate their learning and
show off their designs for their eco-clothes and their videos and sculptures to their friends and
families.

